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“Changes in energy use by end-use customers in response to a signal.” 

 

 

 

 

What is DSR? 
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Why is DSR important? 



DSR value throughout the disaggregated supply chain 

What makes DSR different? 
Value dispersed across the supply chain 
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Balancing 
 
Another flexible 
tool for balancing 

Generation 
 
A substitute for 
generation – 
another hedging 
tool 

Networks 
 
A substitute for 
network assets 

Security of 
supply 
Another flexible 
& secure form of 
providing 
capacity 

Relevant work dispersed across Ofgem 

Balancing 
 
SO Incentives 
work 

Security of 
supply 
Input to capacity 
market design, 
Capacity 
assessment 

Generation 
 
Electricity 
Balancing SCR 

Networks 
 
RIIO ED-1, 
LCN Fund, 
Distribution 
network charging 
policy 

Smarter Markets DSR work 



Smarter Markets DSR work 
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... and  

long-term 
market 

development 

focussing on 

interactions 
between different 

routes to market 

A 

holistic 
view of  current 
arrangements... 

OBJECTIVE: To create a market environment that supports efficient system-wide use 
of demand-side response 

ENGAGEMENT: March consultation defining and articulating challenges. Examining 
policy questions, not developing policy solutions. 

TARGET OUTCOME: Consensus on how current arrangements constrain the 
development of DSR. A compelling case for change or conclusion that no 
additional intervention is required 



Smart meters 
Photo-voltaics, heat pumps, 

electric vehicles 
LCN Fund & Network 

Innovation Competition 

DSR in RIIO ED1 
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OUTPUTS VS. INCENTIVES: The efficiency incentive (sharing factor) incentivises 
more efficient behaviour; innovative companies earn a share of resulting saving 
• Incentivises e.g. DSR where it can maintain reliability or connect new 

customers more quickly and at lower cost 
 

ADDITIONAL INNOVATION INCENTIVES & WIDER DEVELOPMENTS 
 
 
 
 
ROLE OF THE DNO IS CHANGING: Leading to evolution of the commercial and 

market arrangements over time. 
 
SMART GRIDS ARE DEVELOPING DURING ED1: from incremental to top-down 

investment? 
 

 



CURRENTLY over £120m of customers’ money invested in LCN Fund trials exploring DSR 

Learning being produced and feeding into RIIO-ED1 

DNOs will choose how they use DSR to help deliver outputs at lower cost 

DSR in RIIO ED1 & the LCN Fund 

ED1 

We expect DNOs to utilise learning in their ED1 business plans 

DSR is likely to be useful to DNOs in two ways: 
• To act as a lower-cost alternative to accommodate new load or 

generation 
• To delay the need to invest until they have better information and 

more certainty 



Discussion 

DSR challenges are system-wide, cutting across many areas within 
Ofgem’s remit and beyond – making joined-up policy making 
difficult. 

 
QUESTION: what are the SDAG’s views on ways to navigate this 

challenge? 
 




